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POINT DETECTION USING A CONING SCAN IMAGER 

A very compact and inertially pointed imaging device can be constructed by combining the functions 
of a telescope and gyroscope into a single assembly. However, the image resulting from this device is not 
easily processed owing to scan-induced geometric distortions. We have devised a method for adaptively 
processing the imager outputs to facilitate detection of bright points in a cluttered background. 

INTRODUCTION 

A very compact and inertially pointed imaging device 
can be constructed by combining the functions of a tele
scope and gyroscope into a single assembly (Fig. 1). The 
principal axis of a spinning telescope mounted on a pair 
of gimbals will point in a fixed direction in inertial space 
in the absence of external torques. Optical scanning of 
the imaging device s object space is accomplished simply 
by creating an imbalance in the telescope so that the 
optical axis is rotated from the principal inertial axis of 
the telescope. Thus, the optical axis will move with a 
coning motion around the principal axis , and the image 
formed at the focal plane of the telescope will be scanned 
circularly in the object space. A linear photodetector 
array is fixed to the inner gimbal plane, which is collo
cated with the focal plane. When the entire gimbal ap
paratus is rotated, the photodetector array will scan the 
object space in a somewhat complicated way. 

Scan pattern complexity is the price one pays for 
compact, mechanically simple, and stable imaging. The 
image that result is continuously distorted by the vari
ation of the photodetector array's velocity, as seen in the 
inertial object coordinates. We will refer to this distorted 
image as a pseudoimage. Our challenge has been to 
devise a signal proce sing method that can effectively 
detect point objects in various cluttered backgrounds and 
to do so with minimal computational resources. 

We have devised such an approach. The scanning 
geometry of the imager is exploited by applying a se
quence of one-dimen ional (lD) signal processing algo
rithms to reduce image data, and hence data rate, to a 
single-bit pseudoimage consisting of point detections 
with an adequately high probability of detection. A scan
adaptive pattern recognizer then processes these data to 
reduce false alarm rates to acceptable levels. A desirable 
side effect of the approach is that 1 D matched filters can 
be tailored to particular photodetector positions, and thus 
variation of optical characteristics across the focal plane 
can be accommodated. 

We will first discuss the image formation process of 
the coning imager. Then we will look at alternative meth
ods for applying two-dimensional (2D) signal processing 
algorithms to pseudoimages. Finally, we will present a 
somewhat more detailed description of our approach and 
an experiment that established the basic plausibility of 
the method. 
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IMAGE FORMATION 

Scanning 

The scanning optics are designed with a linear pho
todetector array mounted on the focal plane. The ray 
propagated from the center of a detector, through the 
telescope, and to a scene object is described by a look 
vector r in the coordinate fixed in the focal plane as 
follows: 

r (f) = [1, - y~) , - Z~) ]" [1, - i3y , - i3,l (1) 

where yen) and zen) are the focal plane coordinates of 
detector n, f is the (back) focal length of the telescope, 
and (f) is the focal length coordinates. We assume that 
y and z are small compared with f, and thus the vector 
components are approximately the direction cosines of 
the unit look vector. 

To determine how the cene i scanned by the photo
detectors, one must identify the components of r ifJ in the 
inertial coordinates of the cene (Fig. 2). Since tl}e tele-
cope's axis is at a small angle with respect to its principal 

inertial axis, the gimbals execute small sinusoidal mo
tions of magnitude of the coning angle (Fig. 1). In this 
ca e, the gimbal angles a a function of time and constant 
telescope spin, and detector rotation rates can be deter
mined from small angle approximations that are then used 
to transform the look vector back to the inertial coordi
nates, I resulting in 

(3 ~) = cosa2 sinal cos 01 + ina2 co 01 - (3V) cos a l COS OI 

+(3 ~J)(cosa 2 inOI- inal sina2 cosOI ) (2a) 

and 

(3 ~i) = cosa2sina[sinOI - ina2 cosO[-{3V) cosaISinOj 

+(3 ~J)(cosa2cosOI +sinalsina2sinO]) , (2b) 

where 
al = Ossin 04, where 04 = W4t ( W4 = the telescope's 

angular rate, t = time) and Os = the coning angle, 

a 2 = Oscos 04 

01 = WIt, where WI = the photodetector array' 
angular rate, and 

(i) = the inertial coordinates. 
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Figure 1. The coning scan
ner. The telescope of the im
aging device is also a gyro
scope mounted in two gim
bals. By creating a slight im
balance in the telescope, the 
optical axis is rotated away 
from the inertial axis, which 
results in a coning motion of 
the telescope. Hence, the de
tector array mounted at the 
focal plane is scanned over 
the object space or scene. 
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Figure 2. Imager coordinate transformations. To understand how the photodetector array scans the scene, the direction cosines of the 
look vector r in the focal plane coordinates must be transformed to inertial coordinates. If we constrain the angular velocity of the telescope's 
principal axis and the imager's roll axis to be along the X1 direction , the gimbal angles 82 and 83 are small sinusoidal perturbations for small 
coning angles 8s. The focal plane coordinates (4) are reflected about the xyand xzplanes to represent the inverted image and transformed 
back to inertial coordinates (1) to derive the scanning relationship (Eq . 2). 

We can apply these relationships to visualize how the 
imager samples object space and time. In Fig. 3, the locus 
of scene angles sampled over one roll cycle is shown as 
a ribbon in angle space and time. Although the expres-
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sions given in Eq. 2 are suitable for a global analysis of 
the scan pattern, investigating the local properties of the 
sample lattice is also useful. The velocity of the array in 
angle space can be calculated as2 
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Figure 3. Sampling locus in angle space 
and time for one roll cycle. (Top) Three 
views of the locus of samples in angular 
coordinates versus time illustrating 
the inefficiency of the scanning 
mechanism. In this example, the spin 
rate is 10 times the photodetector's rota
tion rate. Note the 10 lobes in the view on 
the right. (Bottom) Three views of the 
locus of samples from a line scanner with 
similar photodetector array structure and 
sampling rates. Colors are used to en
code the time at which the array is 
sampled. Red to red represents one com
plete telescope spin. 

dr(i ) dr(f) (/) (/) 
--=--+wXr = wXr 

dt dt 
(3) 

where w is the angular velocity of the focal plane coor
dinate system in the inertial coordinate system. Using this 
expression and the gimbal rates derived in Eq. 2, we get 

and 

Figure 4 shows the velocity of a linear array in the inertial 
coordinates. Note that the magnitude squared of scan 
velocity is a function of scan angle as follows: 

(5) 

hence, a variation of scan velocity occurs at the detector's 
rotation plus spin frequency, which is worst at the end of 
the linear array. The effect of this variation is a scan
angle-dependent warping of the time scale that causes 
scale distortions in the single photodetector outputs. The 
magnitude of the effect is about ±9% for a nominal 
selection of parameters. One-dimensional matched filters 
must be designed to accommodate this variation with 
accompanying performance loss, which is probably minor. 

Matched Filtering 
One common and robust approach to detecting a sig

nal in noise is to apply a matched filter to the data and 
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Figure 4. Photodetector array velocity in inertial coordinates for 
one spin cycle. Each arrow represents a detector, and the length 
and direction show the motion of the detector over about 25 sample 
times. The array moves parallel to itself twice during one telescope 
spin , and the scan velocity rotates around the array's long axis. 

then threshold the output of the filter. If the filter output 
exceeds the threshold, we accept the hypothesis that the 
signal is present in the noise. Matching the filter to the 
signal is accomplished by finding the filter that maximiz
es output signal-to-noise ratio, that is, the filter output 
with signal present divided by output power when the 
signal is not present. Under relatively general conditions, 
it can be shown that the matched filter has the time
reversed impulse response of the signal we are looking 
for. We implement a matched filter by correlating the 
noisy signal with the true signal. If the noise itself is 
correlated, the optimal filter is preceded by a filter that 
decorrelates the noise. Under somewhat more restrictive 
conditions, we can demonstrate that the matched filter 
and threshold detection can also implement the optimal 
minimum error or constant false alarm rate detector. The 
work of Turin3 is an excellent tutorial on the subject. 
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Transfer Function 
A net transfer function for the imaging apparatus can 

be conveniently derived. This function is represented as 
a convolution kernel and yields, when applied to the 
radiance at the imager dome, the output of a detector 
located at some position on the telescope 's focal plane. 
This convolution kernel is in tum the convolution of the 
optical point spread function4 (PSF) g and the detector 
response function h, which is a circular aperture function 
mUltiplied by diode responsivity.5 Let {tn} be the times 
at which the charge accumulated on the photodetector 
apparatus during an interval i1t is sampled. The charge 
Q accumulated will then be 

Q( (I n; tn) = 

[g({l ; (I n) * hell) * o({l- (I n - Pnt) * R~t(-t)] * L({l) , 
(6) 

where 

(l n = (l (tn), 

. d{l 
(l=di ' 

Rt::..rCt) = 1 for the interval between 0 and i1t 
(and 0 otherwise), 

L = the scene radiance in direction (J, and 

* denotes a convolution. 

The scanning geometry is such that a detector is lo
cated at a fixed radius with respect to the optical axis. The 
detector will have an associated rotation with respect to 
coordinates fixed in the telescope, and this angle will 
change at the telescope 's spin rate. Since the PSF of the 
telescope will likely not be uniform over the focal plane, 
we can write the PSF in product form as 

h(P) = p(~i3 ?, + i3n{an-{:: J} (7) 

where P is the PSF component dependent on radial 
position, and <P is the part dependent on angular position. 

In an ideally symmetric optic (i .e. , perfectly aligned 
and with perfectly symmetrical optical elements), the 
angular component will be a constant. This fact is worth 
noting, since in this case, although the PSF may vary over 
the focal plane, any detector at a fixed focal plane loca
tion will have a constant PSF associated with it. 

IMAGE PROCESSING FOR ACQUISITION 
The most obvious way to apply a 2D matched filter 

to imager outputs is to reconstruct the 2D image from the 
pseudoimage. An example of this is shown in Fig. 5, 
where Eq. 2 was used to sample and reconstruct an image, 
assuming a perfectly stable gyroscope. Aside from the 
issue of temporal separation of samples (see Fig. 3) and 
gyroscope drift, we can see that the original image is 
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undersampled on the periphery of the reconstructed 
image and grossly oversampled in the central section. 
Before a filter could be applied, the reconstructed image 
would have to be interpolated at the edges, and some 
mechanism for combining oversampled data would need 
to be employed. Since application of the filter would 
require the entire reconstructed image, the latency of 
detection would be one detector rotation. This delay and 
the computational burden associated with reconstruction 
and interpolation are prohibitive obstacles. The direct 
approach in this case is thus unworkable. 

An alternative would be to apply a matched filter in 
the photodetector-sample coordinates (i.e., to the pseudo
image in Fig. 5). Unfortunately, the impulse response of 
the system varies in the pseudoimage coordinates. Most 
of the variability is due to a changing sample lattice, 
whereas some is the result of a blurring component 
caused by changing motion (see Eq. 6). Figure 6 shows 
the correspondence between samples in the pseudoimage 
and locations in the scene. More to the point, the effect 
is shown in Fig. 7, where an impulse, convolved with a 
rectangular detector aperture function and Gaussian PSF 
to approximate Eq. 6, was sampled for different scan 
angles. A scan angle is the angle between the velocity of 
a detector (Eq. 4) and its position vector (Eq. 2). It is 
evident that the scan angle changes through 3600 in about 
one detector array rotation. When we look at the images 
in Fig. 7, we can see that the impulse response changes 
considerably as a function of scan angle. Any local tech
nique would need to take this relationship into account 
by using temporally variant matched filtering synchro
nized to the scan geometry. Again, this approach would 
be prohibitively complex for our purposes. A single
instruction mUltiple data stream (SIMD) architecture is 
being used for our front-end signal processing. Although 
temporally variant matched filtering could be implement
ed, given adequate resources, the SIMD architecture does 
not lend itself to such a technique. 

An alternative signal processing method allows us to 
use a ID matched filter and detection preprocessor fol
lowed by a scan-angle-dependent, 2D false alarm rejec
tion process in the pseudoimage coordinate system. As 
we noted, any single detector in the array has a constant 
impulse response associated with it. Thus, we can imple
ment slightly different matched filters for each detector, 
which is particularly easy in an SIMD architecture with 
multiple processors per detector, and then process the 
detected data to reject false alarms using the 2D context 
of the detection. This approach is attractive for several 
reasons, for it maps well to the SIMD computer, it can 
accommodate variation of the PSF over the focal plane, 
and it applies 2D signal processing in a scan-dependent 
way at a low-data-rate point in the signal processor. 

ID MATCHED FILTERl2D RECOGNITION 
PROCESSOR 

A block diagram of our approach is shown in Fig. 8. 
Each photodiode output is processed independently by a 
matched filter and a threshold detector. Thresholds are set 
adaptively on the basis of signal statistics to ensure 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

adequate detection probability. The stream of single-bit 
output is then captured in a shift register, the neighbor
hood of a bit is extracted, and several bits of scan-angle 
data are appended to this data word. Then a pattern clas
sifier is applied to determine which detections could have 
come from unresolved targets sampled with that scan 
angle. Finally, feasible detections are pa sed to additional 
algorithms that may apply further algorithms incorporat
ing supplementary information relevant to the detection 
task. The later algorithms operate in a low-data-rate en
vironment and can be considerably more complex than 
the those that preceded them. 

The design of the matched filter and threshold is rel
atively straightforward, given the net impulse re ponse of 
the imager and an assumption about the background clut
ter distribution function. The design and implementation 
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Figure 5. Sampling and reconstruction of images. One ap
proach to 2D processing of the imager signals is to reconstruct 
a true image given knowledge of the imager's gimbal angles and 
the photodetector's rotation and spin-angle phase. (a) Image 
sampled using the scanning relationship from Eq. 2. (b) Forma
tion of the pseudoimage. (c) Reconstruction of the image after 
inversion of the scanning relationship from Eq. 2. (d) Measure
ment of the reconstructed image's density reveals that it is 
sparsely sampled at the periphery and oversampled in the 
central part by up to a factor of 40. 

of the 2D false alarm rejection network are omewhat 
more novel. Let us suppose that false alarm rejection on 
a neighborhood of three detectors and three temporal 
samples has been implemented and that the network is 
the same for all neighborhoods. If 4 bits of resolution in 
scan-angle data are adequate, the fal e alarm rejection 
becomes a mapping from a I3-bit vector to a ingle bit: 
9 neighborhood bits and 4 scan-angle bits determine 
whether the detection was valid or a false alarm. This 
mapping can be realized as a memory containing 2 13 bits, 
which is a relatively small memory. 

Finding the best mapping is omewhat more compli
cated, as no reason exi ts to assume that vector from 
valid detections are linearly eparable6 from false alarm . 
Further, as the size of the feature vector increa es to a 
practical memory limit of about 226 bit , it i not clear 
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Figure 6. Sample points in scene coordinates. The scan-angle
dependent distortion of the sampling lattice is also evident in these 
portrayals of sample pOints in the scene coordinates. These are 
calculated using a staggered linear array geometry in which alternate 
detector diodes are shifted by 1/4 detector pitch spacing on either 
side of the array's long axis. Dots are placed for each time sample. 
In (a) the array moves along its axis, in (b) at about 45°, and in (c) 
about 90° from the long axis. 
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Figure 7. Impulse response as a function of scan angle. These 
images show the pseudoimage output of the scanner when it views 
an impulse in the scene. Equation 6 was approximated by a 
Gaussian PSF and rectangular aperture function computed at a 
resolution several times the array's resolution . The resultant image 
was sampled in such a way that the central pixel in each image 
corresponds to the instant the associated detector diode passed 
over the impulse for different values of the scan angle. 

how one goes about exhaustively categorizing the input 
to output mapping. Thus, we need a supervised learning 
method that accommodates nonsimply connected and 
nonconvex decision regions and that can be used to gen
eralize from a smaller training set to a relatively large 
working set. Although several different approaches can 
be taken (e.g., decision trees of linear classifiers, non
linear mappings followed by linear classifiers, etc.), we 
chose to use a feed-forward neural network trained using 
a backpropagation algorithm. 7 

A PLAUSIBILITY TEST 
False alarms from the ID matched filter detector in 

a cluttered scene are in part due to the presence of edges 
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and lines in the clutter. These features appear to be 
impulses in a single photodiode's output. Thus, to dem
onstrate the feasibility of our signal processor, we ap
plied the architecture to the detection of points, lines, and 
edges. If they proved to be distinguishable from each 
other, we had a reasonable hope that the approach would 
be usable in a more general environment. 

We generated a training and testing data set by sim
ulating imager response in a noiseless case, as dia
grammed in Fig. 9. Images of an impulse, line, and edge 
at a spatial resolution 5 times the imager detector array 
pitch were convolved with a simplified form of Eq. 6. 
Then these images were sampled using Eq. 2 for 18 

Array assembly 

uniformly spaced scan angles and for 25 different phase 
relationships (i.e. , subpitch positions of the point with 
respect to the detector array). These data were then fil
tered with the convolution of a whitening filter chosen 
as a 3-element Laplacian approximator and the impulse 
response of the imager. The output of the filter was 
thresholded, and output values exceeding the threshold 
were set to a binary 1. These data were ordered so that, 
for each phase and scan angle, a feature vector of length 
32 was produced: a 5 X 5 sample neighborhood of the 
central pixel for 25 elements, 4 bits of scan angle, and 
3 bits indicating which class (point, line, or edge) the data 
were taken from. 
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Figure 8. Acqu isition processor block diagram. The analog photodiode outputs are demultiplexed and converted to digits at the sampling 
rate. The digital data are input to a single-instruction multiple data stream (SI MD) processor consisting of bit serial computational elements 
arranged in an M x N lattice, where M is the number of photodiodes and N is the number of taps in the matched filter to each photodiode, 
which may vary for each diode. On the basis of signal statistics, the filter output is thresholded using some detection criterion , such as 
constant false alarm rate. Output values that exceed the threshold are set to 1; otherwise, the output is O. These data are delayed and 
multiplexed to construct L-bit neighborhood vectors, and a few bits of scan-angle data are appended. Th is sequence of vectors is then 
used to address a lookup table , which applies previously learned 2D false alarm rejection mapping, resulting in a stream of bits representing 
detections consistent with unresolved targets with that scan angle. 
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Figure 9. Training set construction. We constructed an impulse, edge, and line image at a spatial resolution about 5 times the photodiode's 
angular separation and then convolved them with the optical PSF and photodiode aperture function. These images were sampled by 
stimulating the scanning mechanism to create pseudoimage fragments 5 elements wide and 18 elements long. The signals were detected 
using a 1 D matched filter and thresholded. The matched filter is the convolution of the PSF, the photodiode aperture function, and a 
Laplacian whitening filter. Finally, a 5 x 5 neighborhood of elements was vectorized, and 4 bits of scan-angle data and 3 bits of class (point, 
line, edge) data were appended. One of these vectors was generated for 25 subarray phases, 18 equally spaced scan angles, and each 
of the 3 classes. 
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The set of vectors was used to train a feed-forward 
neural net with 29 input nodes, 10 hidden nodes, and 3 
output nodes. Although the input vectors are strictly 
binary, we did not use a Hamming net since we felt that 
a Hamming distance measure would inadequately weight 
the scan-angle data. Backpropagation training was able 
to separate the classes completely; no errors were made. 
Testing schemes such as "leave one out" to estimate error 
rates were unnecessary. A larger data set could probe 
error rate, but, for the purposes of our study, this result 
is adequate: rejection of false alarms caused by clutter is 
plausible using a neural net. The final step in an imple
mentation would be to use the neural net to program the 
mapping memory by presenting all possible input vectors 
to the net and recording its output in the associated 
memory cell. 

SUMMARY 
Coning imagers are attractive owing to their compact

ness. The price of this compactness is that the pseudoim
ages they form are difficult to process optimally, and the 
imager's field of view is processed inefficiently, resulting 
in comparatively high image data rates, along with scan
angle-dependent distortions of the actual image. 

Two-dimensional image processing is desirable for 
point detection, since extended objects can be rejected by 
the process. In principle, the actual image can be recon
structed from a pseudoimage, but the process is compli
cated and imposes a heavy computational burden. Local 
2D filtering could also be used but would require scan
angle-dependent processing. 

Implementing scan-angle-dependent filters would be 
difficult. A similar benefit may be achieved by first ap
plying ID matched filters and thresholds followed by a 
2D pattern classifier on the single-bit data. This technique 
is considerably easier to implement, as the pattern clas
sifier could be just a lookup table in a modest-sized 
memory. The approach has the added advantage that the 
radial part of the non stationary PSF can be incorporated 
into the matched filter on a photodiode by photodiode 
basis, perhaps even as a part of the imager production 
process, since the radial dependence of the PSF will 
change from telescope to telescope. 

We have demonstrated the plausibility of this ap
proach by showing how a feed-forward backpropagation 
neural network can be trained to distinguish between true 
detections caused by point targets and false detections 
caused by lines and edges. The trained neural network 
can be used to generalize from a smaller training set into 
the complete working et implemented in the lookup 
memory. 
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The next task is to apply the method in a more general 
setting consisting of measured clutter images with radi
ometrically correct simulated point insertion, actual 
measured point and clutter data, and laboratory simula
tions using a prototype imager and some mechanism for 
point and scene synthesis. The Applied Physics Labora
tory's dual mode facility would be an ideal environment 
for the simulations. We are reasonably confident that, in 
the general setting, our signal processing approach will 
provide performance near the optimal 2D case and with 
considerably less hardware and complexity. 
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